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Citispa – Established Brand

Special treatment
Citispa’s customers
can expect friendly and
trustworthy service

Brother Gerald (left)
and Gregory (centre) are
now helming the Citispa
chain founded by their
mother Christine Tan.
PHOTO: CHONG JUN LIANG

by grace ma
CITISPA’S chief executive officer Gerald Teo, 32,
once gained 10kg to test the effectiveness of his
spa chain’s slimming treatments.
Says Mr Teo: “My team and I would try the
treatment or products repeatedly over a period
of time to ensure efficacy and results before we
actually launch it in the market.
“We also make sure that a treatment is scientifically proven to be effective and has received the
European CE Marking or approval from the United
States Food and Drug Administration (FDA).”
Citispa has been named a winner in the Established Brand category of this year’s Singapore
Prestige Brand Award (SPBA).
Mr Teo, who joined the business in 2001, credits his mother, founder and company chairman
Christine Tan, 55, for the success of the Citispa
brand, which she created in 1997 to modernise
her salon business.
His older brother, Gregory, is the executive director and chief financial officer.
Crediting his mother as his mentor, Mr Teo says:
“When she entered the beauty and wellness business 30 years ago, she had a strong mission and commitment to instil self-confidence in every woman by

providing an unparalleled wellness experience.
“The company is where it is today because of
the strong foundation she laid.”
In recent years, Citispa had to grapple with a lack
of skilled staff and face the effect of fly-by-night
companies that tarnished the image of the industry.
The company countered the latter with a marketing campaign to re-emphasise why it should
be the consumers’ choice.
Mr Teo says: “We came up with 10 reasons why
customers should buy their treatment packages
from Citispa because we will definitely be in the
business in the next 50 years.”
The company also launched a nationwide
customer service initiative with the help of experts and improved its human resource practices
for better staff retention. It established its own
academy to provide external certified courses and
workshops as well as in-house training for its own
therapists and consultants.
Another factor contributing to its success is
the strategic locations of the chain’s 25 outlets.
“The accessibility we offer is unbeatable,” says
Mr Teo. “Our customers can expect the widest
range of products and services in the widest spa
network in the region.”
The brand differentiates itself with outlets catering to unique market segments. Its Citispa Suites
form the core of its service delivery, offering more
than 80 types of spa, facial and body treatments
while Shine Studios are one-stop nail and wax bars.
Dermacare Aesthetics is a medical spa.
The company keeps itself in a healthy financial position through a good investment portfolio
built up over the years and almost zero debt liability, says Mr Teo.
The SPBA award testifies to the hard work put
in since the company’s inception, he adds.
“We have always placed a very strong emphasis on branding to differentiate ourselves from our
competitors. This will help us particularly in our
strategy to create a strong franchise brand.”
He aims to make Citispa the “premier spa and
wellness brand in Asia” and has plans to break
into the China market, starting with a franchisee
in Shanghai.
Locally, Mr Teo says that the company will
open a 15,000-sq ft spa club at its Beach Road
flagship store next year, which will combine different aspects of spa, beauty, fitness and hair
treatments in one large beauty-concept hub.
“I hope that Citispa can evolve to become an established heritage brand that is bold and beautiful;
a brand that represents Singaporean values in Asia.”

Rasel Catering — Established Brand

Catering to all tastes

Rasel Catering takes pride in being a one-stop dining option for clients
by ahmad osman
RASEL Catering Singapore has moved up fast in
the rankings of winners of the annual Singapore
Prestige Brand Award (SPBA).
It was a SPBA Promising Brand last year when
it won its first ever award, which boosted the profile of the company that was started in 1997 by
founders Alan Tan and Chris Loh.
This year, Rasel joins the SPBA group of established local brands that are six to 30 years old.
The 2011 award honours, encourages and
supports efforts to develop and manage their
brand equity.
Mr Tan, who is also Rasel’s managing director,
says he is proud of this year’s award for the company, which is striving to be a catering icon.
He cites cost management, good food hygiene
and great service as key factors for Rasel’s growth
and 38 per cent increase in last year’s turnover of
$4 million.
Ms Loh, the co-founder and creative director,
describes Rasel as a modern caterer “taking care
of everything” for clients to have beautiful perfect memories of events and occasions.
This includes good food, venues, décor, colour,
and thematic Oriental, Peranakan, Roman, masquerade, fairy tale and casino set-ups.
“Rasel choreographs creativity inspired buffet receptions,” Ms Loh says. “We can deliver any
theme right to your office.”
She notes that customers’ loyalty is enhanced
because of the high quality and stringent food hygiene standards.
“As a total dining solutions provider, we also
provide consultancy on food suitability and feasibility of the set up,” she says. “We deliver a fussfree solution to our clients.”
Clients set the budgets and requests for buffet
lunches, dinners, cocktail, tea and wedding receptions, barbeques, and kids’ parties that can be
based on various themes.
The standard menu ranges from $15 to $105 per
person. The price is from $50 per person for the
normal premium menu including thematic décor.
Signature dishes include traditional shepherd’s pie, assam penang laksa, Les Desserts Fluer
and the newly introduced satay bee hoon.
Rasel’s chefs try out different types of Asian
and Western spices to improve the taste and aroma in different dishes.

Rasel Catering aims
to provide clients with
beautiful memories,
says its managing
director Alan Tan (left),
seen here with creative
director Chris Loh.

The mixture of spices lifts the taste of dishes,
especially those in the clients’ own list of “must
haves” in the menu, Ms Loh says.
Rasel is the second catering company to get a
halal certificate from Muis, which is the Islamic
Religious Council of Singapore.
Rasel currently has 50 staff comprising consultants, chefs, designers, service and operations employees. It is among the official caterers
for most of the museums here and the HortPark
eco garden.
The company’s designers look for new trends
to inspire them to create beautiful dishes and set
different moods at events, Ms Loh says.
“Our chefs are continuously experimenting
with different spices and varied cooking methods to produce well-executed dishes,” she adds.
Mr Tan says: “With our vast experience in catering, our sales consultants can provide a macro
view of the entire programme and take care of
even the nitty-gritty to tie loose ends.”
Expansion plans for Rasel include the possibility of increasing the current staff to enhance
specialisation at every level, he adds.
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We are not called ‘The Chair & Table People’ without good reason… With
years of experience behind us, and recognized with the industry’s leading
accolades, we continue to provide the widest selections of chairs and
tables for every possible type of clients and businesses.

Rigel – Regional Brand and Established Brand

Green restrooms
Leaders of Expertise
Bedazzling Aesthetics
A team of accomplished dental specialists and professionals
forging the new dental frontier for the region
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With our professional consultants on hand to help, our primary aim is to
provide peace of mind to your purchasing decisions – be it for the home,
office or retail outlets.
Our flagship store at Eunos has expanded to a 3 storey showroom this
December. Please cut out this advertisement to enjoy

Rigel Technology’s success lies
in its environmentally friendly
sanitation products

by teo kuan yee
RIGEL Technology’s managing director Mr Ng
Eng Seng (right) established the company in 1991
to launch energy-efficient LED electronic display
boards for restrooms at a time when the green movement had yet to take off.
The trained engineer encountered dealers who were
more interested in electronic restroom sensors. He
changed his strategy and introduced sensor flush valves
and other eco-intelligent restroom equipment that
have since become the company’s flagship products.
Rigel’s product positioning heralded a new generation of restroom facilities based on green innovation
and intelligent technology. This proved to be right on
target as more companies and households turned to
innovative technology and water-saving devices to
optimise resources and save cost.
Besides innovative flush valves, sanitary ware and
faucets equipped with proprietary cutting edge water
conservation technologies, Rigel also pioneered a new
generation of renewable energy applications for more
resource-efficient and state-of-the-art restrooms.
The company designed the touch-free technology
in almost all its sanitary products that prevent users
from coming into contact with germs in restrooms,
safeguarding against contamination.
Powered by energy-efficient technology, it also
designed cutting-edge sensor flushing mechanisms
to meet the requirements of intelligent buildings and
new buildings to comply with standards stipulated
in the Building and Construction Authority’s Green
Mark Scheme.
Rigel is also moving into providing “clean comfort” for discerning homeowners. The design of its
residential series aims is aesthetically designed to
enhance water efficiency.
For instance, its digital control shower system
comes with an eco function that intelligently determines the optimum water flow rate for greater sustainability and resource conservation.
Its themed restroom series is targeted at residences and hotels to pamper discerning users with “customised sanctuaries” to complement their interior
décor and unique personalities.
Rigel has also established strategic partnerships
with the Singapore Institute of Architects and the
Real Estate Developers’ Association of Singapore to
educate architects and property developers to leverage on its proprietary technology for the design of
green restrooms to reap the benefits of green, intelligent building management.

25% discount storewide**.
Valid until 11th Dec 2011. Terms & conditions apply.
Mr Ng says being
named a SPBA
Regional Brand will
strengthen Rigel’s
brand recognition.
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The company is also making a splash in the arena
of corporate social responsibility. This year, Rigel
sponsored a scholarship programme for the Singapore University of Technology and Design worth
$100,000 annually to groom the next generation of
green economy professionals.
It also partnered the World Toilet Organization
to launch the SOW toilet series to improve health
and hygiene standards in third world communities.
The SOW toilet is a portable system with a compost
chamber to recycle discharged waste into fertilisers
for farmers to sell for regular income.
Besides the Established Brand title, Rigel Technology has also been named a Regional Brand in the Singapore Prestige Brand Award this year.
“This will give us the leverage to further establish
ourselves in overseas markets, thus gaining the trust and
recognition of more discerning consumers,” says Mr Ng.
Rigel met challenges when it first tried to enter into regional markets as it was not familiar with the local conditions. Also, other countries were unfamiliar with the
brand. Support from distributors and a consistent brand
image while making room for slight diversification to cater to local expectations helped Rigel gain a foothold.
The company’s Singapore headquarters is now
a research and development hub. It has also established manufacturing plants in China, offices in Malaysia to market to the Middle East and showrooms in
South-east Asia.
The company aims to make further inroads into
the residential market with its advanced green restroom technology showcased in its showrooms and
with the design of its themed restroom series.

Flagship Store: (27,000 sq ft)
110 Eunos Ave 7 Comfort Design Building Singapore 409573
Tel: 6747 7217 (office) 6747 4809 (showroom)
Fax: 6743 0802
Email: sales@comfortfurniture.com.sg
www.comfortfurniture.com.sg
www.facebook.com/comfortdesignfurni
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